Master A had 60 entered, three scratches and 29 passed. Judges were Greta Ode & Tom Sanfilippo. Six Curlies were entered and the following passed!

33) HRCH UH UGRACH U-CDX CH Sun Devil Seas Blazin' for Shore UDX OM2 GN GO VER RAE MH MX MXF MXJ WCQ11 UWC (The oldest dog entered in this entire hunt test was Qwik!)
54) CH Brio's Jollycurl To Bravo First Over Under MH WCQ

Also Entered:
8) CH Sun Devil Dark Angels Wings SH CGC WCX
26) CH WaldenFarmsTranscontinentalRacer CD BN RE MH OJP OAP UWC WCQ
37) CH Fullcircle Wings On The Wind MNH4 CD
43) SHR Fullcircle Sassafras Tea UWC SH WCX

Jennifer Harms and Sassy getting ready to run the first series.

Kyle and Parker in the 3rd series

MaryAnn Minner and BrazilJoy after rocking a tough second series

Parker and Qwik posing with their ribbons after passing!
2017 National Specialty Results

Senior had 57 total dogs entered, 3 scratches and 45 passed. Judges were Tom Manion and Mitch White six Curlies were entered and the following passed!

22) Brio’s Bravo to the Lookout JH WCX
   Kyle Crump

33) SHR Fullcircle Sassafras Tea UWC JH WCX
   Jennifer Harms (NEW SH!!)

39) SHR GCH SoftMaple’s Gunflint Skywatcher JH CD WCX
   Connie Buchanan (NEW SH!!)

53) Bravo’s Instinct
   Kyle Crump

Also entered:
7) SHR CH Skywatcher’s Double Reed Whisper JH CA CD WDQ
   Dr. E.F. Buchanan

24) CH 4EYESONLY ASKARI JH
   Karleen Swarztrauber

All our Senior Dogs! Great entry!

Connie posing with the judges after accepting her SH Ribbon. NEW TITLE!!

Kyle waiting in the wings, Connie heading to the line and Buck heading back to the Gallery.

Connie in the Holding Blind waiting her turn as Buck is finishing up!
Junior Saturday had 50 Entries, three scratches, 35 passed. Judges were Linda O’Leary & Diane Sanfilippo
Eight Curlies entered and the following passed!

15) Sun Devil Demon Of Light  
27) Brio’s at Daybreak Once in a Blue Moon  
43) Tephra Amulet of Summerwind  
47) CH Coventry Jumpin’ Jehosephat! WC

Also entered:
4) GCH Sun Devil I’ve Got A Feeling For Cudyncae  
5) Tephra Bees ‘N Honey  
11) GCH SoftMaple’s Sexy and I Know It RATO DS BN CA CGC RN WC  
31) Bravo’s Silver Pigeon

Also Entered:
4) GCH Sun Devil I’ve Got A Feeling For Cudyncae  
5) Tephra Bees ‘N Honey  
11) GCH SoftMaple’s Sexy and I Know It RATO DS BN CA CGC RN WC  
31) Bravo’s Silver Pigeon

Sunday Junior had 45 entered, three scratches, 34 passed. Judges were Kimberlee Bridgewater/Glen Dittmar
Six Curlies were entered and the following passed!

11) Sun Devil Demon Of Light  
13) Bravo’s Silver Pigeon  
16) Tephra Amulet of Summerwind

Also Entered:
28) Tephra Bees ‘N Honey  
41) CH Coventry Jumpin’ Jehosephat! WC  
44) GCH Soft Maple’s Sexy and I Know It RATO DS BN CA CGC RN WC
Monday, July 10
CCRCA WC/WCX/WCQ & UWC Results

We returned to the Buckeye Retriever club to hold our CCRCA Working Certificate tests. Even though everyone worked their butts off over the weekend we had many of the same people come out to work and make sure our tests ran smoothly! The day started out nice but then the skies opened and it rained, a lot. Luckily the Curlies didn't seem to notice and we never had to stop due to lightning.

Judges: Jimmy Rodgers & Bill Skeels

Working Certificate 18 Entries

Qualifiers
2 Windsong Magical Mischief Maker WC
3 HR UH Sarasota's Junior De Bouclee WCQ UWC CDX RE NA NAJ OF
4 CHWaldenFarmsTranscontinentalRacer MH CD BN RE UWC WCQ
6 CH Riverwatch Racing In The Rain
7 Bravos' Little Red Ryder
8 CH Riverwatch Can't Stop The Rain CA WC
9 GCH Sun Devil I've Got A Feeling For Cudyncae
12 GCH Podunk's Call of the Canyon DJ JH CA NA
13 Pizzazz The Mighty Thor
14 Sun Devil Demon Of Light
16 SHR CH UNJ Curly Cottage Nitro JH BN CA CD CGC RE WC
17 CH Sun Devil Dark Angels Wings SH CGC WCX

Also Entered:
1 Soft Maple Out Late and Early
5 Tephra Bees 'N Honey
10 GCH SoftMaple's Sexy and I Know It RATO DS BN CA CGC RN WC
11 Ayershire She's One Hot Mess
15 Skywatcher's Where's The Whiskey? WC E.F
18 Coventry Wild Goose Chase CA CGC

Jeff Bream & Dena Bream
Robert Thompson
Rhianna Dunay & Maryann Minner
Mary and Gary Meek & Sheri Catledge
Dawn Fleming
Gary & Mary Meek
Jennifer Kofron
Robert Thompson
Iris Andre
Jennifer Kofron
Sue Davis
James Buzzard
Andrew Ayers
Karleen Swarztrauber
Cathy Lewandowski & Mark Lewandowski
Jim & Stephanie Ayers
Buchanan Dvm/Connie T Buchanan
Gary Unangst & Bonnie Unangst
2017 National Specialty Results
Working Certificate Excellent

Working Certificate Excellent 11 Entries

Qualifiers
1. Tephra Amulet of Summerwind - Karleen Sworztrauber
2. GCH Podunk's Call of the Canyon DJ JH CA NA - Robert Thompson
3. CH Sun Devil Dark Angels Wings SH CGC WCX - James Buzzard
4. Windsong Magical Mischief Maker WC - Jeff Bream & Dena Bream
5. Charwin Outside The Lines BN CD RE - Kathy Kail
6. CH WaldenFarmsTranscontinentalRacer MH CD BN RE UWC WCQ - Maryann Minner
7. SHR CH UNJ Curly Cottage Nitro JH BN CA CD CGC RE WC - Sue Davis
8. Brio's at Daybreak Once in a Blue Moon - Steve Johnson & Dawn Fleming

Also Entered:
3. Brio's Broke the Bank - Dawn Fleming
5. CH Jollycurl Brio Brisbane Royal JH WC - Ellen Manes
11. SHR GCH Skywatcher's Busy Bein' Fabulous JH WCX JH SHR WCX - Connie Buchanan & Buck Buchanan
**Working Certificate Qualified 12 Entries**

**Qualifiers**

1. Ch. Brio's Olives at Bellagio, MH  
   Dawn Fleming

2. HR GCH FullCircle Wind In The Willow WCQ UWC SH BN CA RN  
   Jennifer Harms

3. SHR GCH SoftMaple's Gunflint Skywatcher JH CD WCX  
   Connie Buchanan & Buck Buchanan

4. CH Sun Devil Dark Angels Wings SH CGC WCX  
   James Buzzard

5. HR GCH FullCircle Gale Force WCQ UWC SH BN CA RN  
   Jennifer Harms

6. HRCH CH Sun Devil Seas Blazin' for Shore UDX OM2 GN GO VER RAE MH MX MXJ MXF MXJ UWC WCQ11  
   Aubrey LaCrosse

7. CH WaldenFarmsTranscontinentalRacerMH CD BN RE UWC WCQ  
   Maryann Minner

8. HR UH Sarasota's Junior De Bouclee WCQ UWC CDX RE NA NAJ OF  
   Robert Thompson

Also entered:

2. SHR CH Skywatcher's Double Reed Whisper JH CA CD WDQ  
   E.F. Buchanan Dvm/Connie T Buchanan

11. SHR Fullcircle Sassafras Tea UWC SH WCX  
    Jennifer Harms

12. CH 4EYESONLY ASKARI JH  
    Karleen Swarztrauber

**Scratch:**

4. CH Fullcircle Wings On The Wind MNH4 CD  
   Alan Dadd & Pamela Panther

**Upland Working Certificate 14 Entries**

**Judges:** Molly Boland & Mike Sustin

**Qualifiers**

1. Tephra Amulet of Summerwind  
   Karleen Swarztrauber

2. Summerwind Spirit of the Old West CGC WC  
   Jeffrey Bream/Dena Bream

3. Tephra Bees 'N Honey  
   Karleen Swarztrauber

4. HR GCH FullCircle Gale Force WCQ UWC SH BN CA RN  
   Penny Sleeth

5. CH Coventry Jumpin' Jehosephat! WC  
   Jennifer Harms

6. HR CH UNJ Curly Cottage Nitro JH BN CA CD CGC RE WC  
   Sue Davis

7. SHR CH FullCircle Wind In The Willow WCQ UWC SH BN CA RN  
   Jennifer Harms

8. HR UH Sarasota's Junior De Bouclee WCQ UWC CDX RE NA NAJ OF  
   Robert Thompson

9. CH 4EYESONLY ASKARI JH  
   Karleen Swarztrauber

10. CH WaldenFarmsTranscontinentalRacer MH CD BN RE UWC WCQ  
    Maryann Minner

Also Entered:

2. GCH SoftMaple's Sexy and I Know It RATO DS BN CA CGC RN WC  
   Cathy Lewandowski

4. Soft Maple Out Late and Early  
   Andrew Ayers

9. Windsong Magical Mischief Maker WC  
   Jeff Bream/Dena Bream

**Scratch:**

8. CH Fullcircle Wings On The Wind MNH4 CD  
   Alan Dadd